We present new near-infrared (IR) observations of the Hβ λ4861 and MgII λ2798 lines for 32 luminous quasars with 3.2 < z < 3.9 using the Palomar Hale 200 inch telescope and the Large Binocular Telescope. We find that the Assuming a duty cycle of 1 and a seed black hole mass of 10 4 M ⊙ , we show that the z ∼ 3.5 quasars in this sample can grow to their estimated black hole masses within the age of the Universe at their redshifts.
INTRODUCTION
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs) are generally accepted to be powered by the gravitational potential energy extracted from matter falling towards a supermassive black hole (SMBH). The scaling relations between central BH masses and various properties of their host galaxy spheroidal components, such as bulge mass, luminosity and stellar velocity dispersion, strongly suggest that BH growth is coupled with galaxy formation and evolution (Gebhardt et al. 2000; Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Onken et al. 2004; Nelson et al. 2004; Kormendy & Ho 2013) . The observed luminosity function and BH mass function at different redshifts reveal a downsizing phenomenon, whereby more massive black holes underwent their active accretion in earlier cosmic time; the comoving number density of massive active BHs peaks at earlier time than the less massive active BHs (Ueda et al. and derived Hβ and Hα line based BH masses of 10 8.8 -10 9.9 M ⊙ . Trakhtenbrot et al. (2011) presented H band spectroscopy of 40 AGNs with redshift around 4.8 and obtained MgII line based BH masses of 10 8 -10 9.8 M ⊙ . Shen & Liu (2012) investigated the reliability of UV virial mass estimates for a sample of 60 quasars at 1.5 < z < 2.2 and obtained Hβ line based BH masses of 10 8.5 -10 10.5 M ⊙ . In addition, near-IR spectra have also been taken for some z ∼ 6 quasars, and BH masses of 10 8.5 -10 9.7 M ⊙ were obtained using the MgII and CIV lines (Willott et al. 2003; Jiang et al. 2006; Kurk et al. 2007; De Rosa et al. 2011) .
From these studies we can see that there still exist some redshift gaps (z ∼ 3.5) without reliable Hβ line based BH mass estimates. More importantly, based on multi-epoch spectra of 615 high redshift quasars selected from the SDSS, the uncertainties of BH mass estimates due to inherent variability are estimated to be ∼ 30% (Wilhite et al. 2007 ). All of the previous studies investigated only a single emission line (either Hβ or MgII) in the near-IR bands; simultaneous high-quality observations of both Hβ and MgII lines for z ∼ 3.5 quasars have rarely been done. However, this is essential in obtaining a reliable calibration between the Hβ and MgII line based BH masses at high redshift; in this case, the only factor influencing the calibration is the intrinsic difference between these two simultaneously observed emission lines. Therefore, with this goal in mind, we have observed a sample of quasars with 3.2 < z < 3.9 using the Palomar Hale 200 inch telescope and the Large Binocular Telescope. Our spectroscopy in J, H and K bands from 0.8-2.2 µm covers the MgII, Hβ and FeII lines simultaneously, allowing us to critically examine the reliability of the BH mass estimates based on the MgII line.
In this paper, we present a brief overview of our sample, observations and data reduction in § 2 and describe the method of spectral fitting in § 3. We investigate correlations between spectral properties in § 4 and present modified calibration results based on the rest-frame UV emission lines in § 5. The results are discussed in § 6. The main results are summarized in § 7. We adopt Ω Λ = 0.7, Ω 0 = 0.3 and H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 throughout the paper.
SAMPLE, OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
We select our targets from the SDSS DR7 quasar catalog (Shen et al. 2011; Schneider et al. 2010) Reduction of the raw spectroscopic data from TripleSpec is carried out using the modified IDL-based Spextool3 package (Cushing et al. 2004) . After the flat field correction using the lamp spectra, observations in different nodded positions are pair-subtracted to remove most of the background. For each target, all the individual exposures are wavelength calibrated and extracted to be one-dimensional spectra, which are then combined to get the final averaged spectrum and telluric corrected. The sky background subtraction, flat correction and wavelength calibration of the raw spectra from the LBT have been done with the modified IDL longslit reduction package for NIRSPEC (Becker et al. 2009; Bian et al. 2010) . After this step, the one-dimensional spectra are extracted using the IRAF and then telluric corrected in the same way with that for the TripleSpec data.
Special attention is paid to telluric correction, where each extracted quasar spectrum is divided by a telluric spectrum. The telluric spectrum is obtained from dividing the observed A0V stellar spectrum by a scaled and reddened model Vega spectrum according to the observed magnitudes of the A0V star. Before this step, the model Vega spectrum is convolved with a function that broadens the lines to the observed widths and smooths it to the observed resolution (Cushing et al. 2004 ). The best obtained telluric spectrum is then visually examined, with removing those broad emission or absorption lines by manually scaling their equivalent widths. The absolute flux calibration is done by comparing the 2MASS JHK band magnitudes with the synthetic JHK band magnitudes. These synthetic magnitudes are obtained by convolving the quasar spectrum with the 2MASS response function provided by Cohen et al. (2003) . The final spectra are also corrected for the Galactic extinction (Cardelli et al. 1989; Schlegel et al. 1998 ) and the wavelength is redshift corrected to the rest frame.
SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS
For each emission line (Hβ and MgII) in the near-IR spectroscopy, we fit a pseudocontinuum to the wavelength range around the line. The pseudo-continuum consists of a power-law continuum and Fe II template without including the contribution from Balmer continuum, because the Balmer continuum is difficult to be constrained from the noisy spectra in the gap between the J and H bands. The exclusion or inclusion of the Balmer continuum does not significantly influence the decomposition of broad lines (Shen & Liu 2012 ). However, they also stated that it may affect the continuum luminosity measurement by ∼ 0.12 dex. Note that this factor is omitted in our estimate of luminosity measurement uncertainties. After subtracting the pseudo-continuum, the emission lines are fitted with multiple Gaussians. The emission line fitting process is briefly described as follows (See Shen et al. (2011) for more details).
We fit the wavelength range of 4700-5100Å with 2 Gaussians for the broad Hβ An example of the continuum and emission line fitting is shown in Fig. 1 . Similar to Shen & Liu (2012) , a Monte-Carlo approach is applied to estimate the uncertainties of the fitting parameters. For each object, 50 random mock spectra are created by introducing random Gaussian noises to the original spectrum; at each pixel in a given mock spectrum, the noise term is randomly drawn from a normal distribution with the observed flux density error as the standard deviation. We then fit the mock spectra with the same fitting strategy.
The 1σ dispersions of these measurements relative to the originally measured values are thus considered to be the corresponding uncertainties. As stated in Shen et al. (2011) , the flux density uncertainty of the mock spectrum is increased compared to the original one, since they are added twice. Nevertheless, these mock spectra can still be considered to represent the wavelength-dependent noise properties.
The fitting results, such as emission line widths and continuum luminosities are listed in Table 2 . For quasars labeled as 'good' (see next section for details), the spectra together with their best-fit models of the MgII and Hβ lines are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Table 3 .
CORRELATIONS OF SPECTRAL PROPERTIES

Luminosity Correlations
In Fig. 5 , we compare different luminosities with the continuum luminosity at 5100
A (L 5100 ). The results are listed in Table 3 . Because our objects are luminous (10
, the contribution to L 5100 from host galaxy is negligible (Shen et al. 2011; Shen & Liu 2012) . This luminosity range complements the local L 5100 -L 3000 relation at the brighter end.
In the literature, the continuum luminosity at 1350Å (L 1350 ) or the continuum luminosity at 3000Å (L 3000 ) is often used in the absence of L 5100 to estimate the BH masses based on UV spectra. The luminosities of broad emission lines are sometimes used, if the continuum is either too faint or contaminated by radiation from host galaxy or relativistic jets (Wu et al. 2004; Greene & Ho 2005; Shen et al. 2011; Shen & Liu 2012) .
We find strong correlations between L 5100 and broad line luminosities, i.e., L Hβ and L MgII . Their Spearman correlation coefficients are 0.79±0.04 and 0.48±0.04, respectively, with confidence levels higher than 95%. The correlation between L 3000 and L 5100 is strongest, yielding r1 of 0.84±0.01. These relations indicate that either luminosity can be used to estimate BH masses.
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A MODIFIED VIRIAL BH MASS ESTIMATE
As shown in §4.1 and §4.2, scatters in the line width correlations and the luminosity correlations can introduce uncertainties in BH mass estimates. Simultaneous observations of the MgII and Hβ lines in our near-IR spectroscopy provide a unique opportunity to assess the reliability of the BH mass estimates for high redshift luminous quasars based on the MgII line.
We take the BH masses calculated based on FWHM Hβ and L 5100 using the calibration from as the reference values. The virial BH mass estimates based on line width and luminosity can be expressed as: and the narrow luminosity range of our sample, the uncertainties in the best-fit parameters are relatively large. Thus we note that the modified calibration may not be the best for other studies. Here, the MgII based BH masses for our sample are estimated using Eq. (2) and listed in Col. (7) of Table 2 .
6. DISCUSSION
Comparison with Earlier Studies
For the 19 quasars labeled as 'good' and with full coverage of both the two emission lines (Hβ and MgII), based on the reliable reference BH mass estimates using the Hβ line, we find that the BH masses are between (1.90 ± 0.24) × 10 9 M ⊙ and (1.37 ± 0.04) × 10 10 M ⊙ .
The median value is 5.14 × 10 9 M ⊙ with the 1σ dispersion ∼0.25 dex.
The reference BH masses are compared with M BH estimated from the MgII emission line based calibrations given in earlier studies, and the distributions of the offsets are shown as the black histograms in Fig. 6 . The red histogram refers to the distribution of the offsets between log M BH measured for our sample based on Eq. (2) and the reference log M BH . The
MgII line-based BH masses estimated with Eq. (2) range from (1.01 ± 0.69) × 10 9 M ⊙ to (1.53 ± 0.32) × 10 10 M ⊙ with a median value of 3.37 × 10 9 M ⊙ . The 1 σ scatter of these M BH estimates away from the median value is ∼ 0.37 dex. The log M BH uncertainties shown in Col. (7) of Table 2 In all, with simultaneous observations of the MgII and Hβ lines, we ensure the reliability to measure BH masses based on the MgII line, without the influences of flux variability. Moreover, we get the consistent results with the earlier studies which implies that flux variability has marginal influence on BH mass measurements using the MgII line compared to the Hβ-based BH mass estimates.
Black Hole Accretion and Growth
Reliable estimates of black hole masses and Eddington ratios (R
of our sample can be obtained based on their Hβ lines. Here the bolometric luminosity L bol is calculated as f L L 5100 and the bolometric correction factor f L is assumed to be 9.26 (Richards et al. 2006 ). This provides a good laboratory to investigate the BH growth for quasars at z ∼ 3.5.
For the 20 quasars labeled as 'good' with full Hβ coverage, the minimum and maximum R EDD values are ∼ 0.30 ± 0.01 and 3.05 ± 0.25, respectively. The median value is 1.12 with 1 σ scatter of 0.79. This indicates that these quasars are accreting at high R EDD at this redshift (and luminosity) range. From the log R EDD measurements and their uncertainties shown in Col. (9) of Table 2 , we notice that R EDD of 5 quasars are above unity with 3σ
significance. If the typical systematic uncertainty of RM-based M BH estimates as 0.3-0.4 dex (Vestergaard 2002; Onken et al. 2004; Peterson et al. 2004 ) is considered, the R EDD values of all the quasars are consistent with unity within 3 times their measurement uncertainties.
To investigate the BH growth time for the high redshift luminous quasars, we assume that the quasars are accreting at a constant R EDD as listed in Table 2 . Then the growth time can be described similar to Netzer et al. (2007):
where the accretion efficiency η is assumed to be 0.1 and f active is the duty cycle of quasar activity, i.e., fraction of time when a black hole is active.
According to the current paradigm, the BH growth is due to accretion of surrounding gas onto much smaller initial seeds. BH seeds with tens to hundreds of M ⊙ and those with 10 4 to 10 6 M ⊙ can be traced back to the first generation stars (Bromm et al. 1999 ) and direct collapse of supermassive objects (Begelman et al. 2006) , respectively.
With f active of 1 and M seed of 10 4 M ⊙ , all the quasars in our sample can grow to their estimated BH masses within the age of the Universe at their corresponding redshifts. (2007) , because at the observed accretion rates, the quasars in our sample already have larger BH masses than the quasars in their sample.
As our sample is more luminous (10 46.6 erg s −1 < L 5100 < 10 47.5 erg s −1 ) with higher accretion rates, given the simple BH growth model, it is not surprising to find that a larger fraction of quasars fits the growth scenarios at the same f active and M seed . To investigate whether or not the systematic uncertainty of M BH estimates influence the conclusion, we adopt a Monte-Carlo method to resample the BH mass of each quasar in our sample according to the assumed BH mass distribution; for each quasar the distribution of log M BH is a Gaussian with a peak at its log M BH value shown in Col. (6) of Table 2 and a dispersion of 0.3 dex (the typical systematic uncertainty of RM-based M BH estimates). This process is iterated 50 times to generate 50 different mock samples with the same number of quasars as our sample. We find that the conclusion is not influenced by the systematic uncertainties of M BH estimates; a larger fraction of quasars in our sample fit the growth scenario at the same f active and M seed than the sample in Netzer et al. (2007).
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have empirically determined the relations between single epoch virial BH mass estimates based on different lines for 21 high redshift luminous quasars (3.2 < z < 3.9, L 5100 > 10 46.6 erg s −1 ), using high quality near-IR spectroscopy. Our sample has negligible contamination from host galaxy, and is relatively large enough to obtain some statistically significant results for the high redshift luminous quasars. The main conclusions are as follows:
1. The MgII FWHM is well correlated with the Hβ FWHM, confirming itself as a good substitute for FWHM Hβ in the black hole mass estimates.
2. The continuum luminosity at 5100Å correlates well with the continuum luminosity at 3000Å and broad emission line luminosities (Hβ and MgII).
3. With simultaneous near-IR spectroscopy of the Hβ and MgII lines, we ensure the reliability to estimate black hole masses based on the MgII line for high redshift quasars, without the influences of flux variability. Slope from the fit of their logarithmic values using the BCES method. 
